Tethys e-ID is the next step in
digital transformation.
Traditional ID systems such as paper
or plastic cards are obsolete. These

systems have inherent weaknesses:

•

Costly to maintain due to extensive recording

•

Card disposal due to planned expiration

•

Create cumbersome administration issues

Tethys e-ID helps orgnizations take the next step in their
digital journeys by providing a secure biometric ID for
user verification, tracking, and data analysis.

systems and card production

dates harms the environment

in daily use

Here are some of the challenges facing
organizations stuck with obsolete ID systems.
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Paper and Plastic ID Systems
are Obsolete
Traditional paper ID systems are becoming obsolete because technology offers a far better solution for ID management.
Paper-based ID systems have specific deficiencies, including:

•

Poor Security Measures

•

Paper ID can be easily lost, forged by criminals,
and targeted for identity theft. Physical security has
always been a weak point of paper ID.

•

High Administration Costs
Issuing paper ID, maintaining user records, and
replacing expired or lost ID cards costs organizations
far more money than digital ID systems.

User Tracking is Burdensome
Tracking users through a paper ID system always
involves creating yet another database - or
several. Paper forms for tracking add even more
administrative burdens.

•

Data Analysis is Difficult
Traditional systems of ID management do not lend
themselves to tracking user activity and behavior.
Gathering user data to make smarter decisions
requires much more time and investment.

Tethys e-ID offers innovative and efficient solutions for all these challenges.
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Tethys e-ID Makes Digital
Transformation Possible
When your organization shifts to the Tethys e-ID system, all those problems become relics, just like
paper and plastic ID.

Tethys creates opportunities for your organization:

•

Biometric ID verification through the Tethys FaceID
app provides cutting-edge security for every user

•

and protects your organization from fraud.

•

As users scan their ID, recording and tracking
user access happens automatically. With user
permission, connecting services leads to automated
user information management.

The Tethys digital ID system provides real-time data
for instant analysis. Summarised data is provided
at custom intervals for long-term organizational
planning.

•

Tethys is scalable up to millions of users. The cost
for enrolling new users, updating records, and
maintaining the system is far lower than any paper
ID system.

Read on to see how Tethys uses endpoint scanners to connect users to your organization.
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Tethys Connects Users to Your
Organization
The Tethys e-ID works by connecting two endpoint scanners to a single user ID. This user ID connects the individual’s
biometric data and records to your organization’s database.

Here are the components of the Tethys e-ID system:

•

Each user will install an app on their smartphone. This app will verify their identity and link it to their biometric profile

•

A partner organization uses a scanner and software to scan a QR code on a user’s device to create a user log.

•

The user’s Tethys e-ID can be used to connect the user to services such as healthcare and organization HR systems.

using the FaceID technology.

To ensure maximum security, the user’s ID is encrypted while at rest and in transit. So, each user’s information is totally
secure. No information is shared between organizations without the explicit permission from the user.

Does Tethys have sufficient security and scalability to help your organization for years to come?
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Tethys is a Secure and
Scalable Solution
Tethys is being developed in partnership with leading data privacy groups such as the Digital Identification and
Authentication Council of Canada (DIACC). We are committed to advancing the cause of data security and privacy while
developing a fully scalable solution that will work for an organization of any size.

Tethys Security Features
◊

Tethys collects a limited amount of data, restricted to the
user’s name, birth date, address, and biometric data. No

Tethys is Scalable Up to Millions of Users
◊

other personally identifiable information is collected.
◊

All data is fully encrypted while stored in the Tethys system

◊

The Tethys facial ID algorithm launches a unique instance

and when it is being processed at the point of scanning.

for each user. This avoids data bias and improves
recognition capabilities to produce a more accurate and
secure recognition environment.

Your organization can add as many scanners as necessary
to completely satisfy the flow of people in and out of your
system.

◊

New users join the Tethys ID system quickly and easily
via the Tethys mobile app. There are no complicated
procedures or bureaucratic hurdles to overcome.

◊

Users must choose, in every instance, to allow an
organization to connect their Tethys ID to the organization’s
systems.

How can an organization get started with the Tethys e-ID system?
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Launching Digital
Transformation with Tethys
Implementing the Tethys e-ID system for your organization is a simple process. Onboarding administrators and users
is easy and each step can be completed in minutes. Once your organization registers for an account and installs the
software package, you are ready to start the implementation process.

Step One: Install Scanners
◊

Endpoint scanners can be installed at every key access

point. Users can have their e-ID scanned when they arrive

Step Three: Connect End Users to Systems
◊

on site with your organization. One organization can have

option to opt-in to your organization’s use of their ID.

Step Two: Enroll and Educate Users
Each user can install the Tethys app on their smartphone or

mobile device. They will follow the simple guided process
for getting started. Once they’ve registered, they can use
any scanner connected to your organization.

organization will create the connection between the Tethys

user ID and your own records. Users should be given the

multiple scanners as necessary.

◊

Tethys only collects specific data about each user. Your

Step Four: Data Analysis
◊

Tethys collects ID data for each scanner in real time.

This data is stored for up to 7 days. After this, the data is
aggregated so you can use it for analysis. Your organization

can see usage trends, resource needs, and other key
metrics as you define them.

How valuable can Tethys be for your organization?
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Tethys Value and Pricing
Tethys offers great value for your
organization. There are three
basic pricing levels. Each one
features a small charge each
time a user’s ID is scanned.
This means your organization
saves money because there
is not a large paper system to
maintain. Your organization will
only pay for what you use each
month.
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Become a Funding Member
of the Tethys Ecosystem
Digital transformation will bring many positive changes to Canada. Tethys offers you an investment opportunity. If you
choose to become a funding member of Tethys, you will have access to regular meetings with Members and Fellows.
During these meetings, your input will be sought regarding:
1. Identify key legislations relating to data privacy, data collection, individual and community digital rights within
respective jurisdiction.
2. Identify the divergence and vulnerable processes. Define the risk and potential losses.
3 Address the gaps and divergence by developing policies to be applied across the Tethys ecosystem.
Our funding members and fellows will play an important role in the development of a truly scalable digital identity system

Tethys Associate
◊
◊

Access to monthly dashboards and
reports
Access to policies

Tethys Member
◊

Access to monthly dashboards
and reports

◊

Access to policies

◊

Access to the Tethys network

20,000*

35,000*

Tethys Fellow
◊

Access to monthly dashboards and reports

◊

Access to policies

◊

Access to the Tethys network

◊

Monthly meeting

◊

Define policy and research interest

◊

Funding board decision making
50,000*

* Annual investment entry opportunity in Canadian dollar.

How valuable can Tethys be for your organization?
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Tethys e-ID is the next step
in digital transformation.
Progressing from obsolete paper systems to a fully
digital ID package starts with Tethys. Your organization
can embrace the future and launch your next digital
management initiative efficiently with the Tethys e-ID
system.

Contact us today for a free consultation.

647-550-8935

info@tethyseid.com

/tethyseid

